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between Akane and Miss Hinako that leaves one of them taking a dive.
Then, a legendary dôgi—armor said to endow its wearer with ultimate
power—is given to Ranma, Genma and Soun. But when the dôgi picks
Akane to be its wearer, it soon comes between her and Ranma! It’s now
or never for Ranma to confess his true feelings for Akane, but will he? -VIZ Media
Mermaid Saga Collector’s Edition, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi
2020-11-17
Yuta became immortal when he unwittingly ate mermaid flesh, and now
he seeks a way to become human again. Hundreds of years later, he
encounters a volatile and determined young lady named Mana while
searching for a mermaid. Could this mysterious woman hold the key to
saving Yuta’s humanity? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 19 - Rumiko Takahashi 2017-03-14
The all-time classic hit series of gender-swapping, species-bending,
madcap martial arts mayhem! One day, teenaged martial artist Ranma
Saotome went on a training mission with his father and ended up taking
a dive into some cursed springs at a legendary training ground in China.
Now, every time he’s splashed with cold water, he changes into a girl.
His father, Genma, changes into a panda! What’s a half-guy, half-girl to
do? Find out what fueled the worldwide manga boom in beloved creator
Rumiko Takahashi’s (InuYasha, Urusei Yatsura, RIN-NE) smash hit of
martial arts mayhem, presented remastered and unflipped for the first
time. One of the most outrageous, entertaining and beloved stories
comes to a conclusion! Will Ranma break his gender-flipping curse? Will
anybody find a way to reverse the effects of the legendary cursed spring?
Will Mousse get Shampoo? Will Kuno finally get his little redheaded
pigtailed girl? Will the panty-stealing Happosai pilfer enough
undergarments to complete his collection? And the ultimate
question—will Ranma and Akane get married?! All is answered in this
final volume!
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 17 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ryoga and Ranma will stay forever young unless they eat a special
mushroom at just the right time. But will they survive their squabbling
over not wanting to share, or are they two shiitakes out of luck? Then,
Akane’s got a secret—a brand-new and bigger bra, waiting to be tried on.
But when Ranma suggests that Akane’s chest size may be shrinking,
Akane goes from upset to enraged, and the arrival of Ranma’s mother,
Nodoka, only adds fuel to the developing battle of the busts, and bustups. -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 19 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
The outrageous, entertaining and beloved stories of Ranma and the gang
come to a conclusion! Will Ranma break his gender-flipping curse? Will
anybody find a way to reverse the effects of the legendary cursed
springs? Will Mousse get Shampoo? Will Kuno finally get his little
redheaded pigtailed girl? Will the panty-stealing Happosai pilfer enough
undergarments to complete his collection? And the ultimate
question—will Ranma and Akane get married?! -- VIZ Media
Mao, Vol. 2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-11-09
Exorcise your destiny in an era-spanning supernatural adventure from
manga legend Rumiko Takahashi! When Nanoka is transported back in
time to a supernatural early 20th century, she gets recruited by aloof
exorcist Mao. What thread of fate connects them? Together, they seek
answers...and kick some demon butt along the way! Nanoka, Mao, and
his helper Otoya investigate the strange cult of Priestess Shoko in hopes
of bringing her to justice, but cursed dolls and scrolls of eternal life may
be more than they bargained for. Will the priestess’s doomsday prophecy
come true? Back in the present, Nanoka and friend-zoned Shiraha do
some historical research that uncovers a cataclysmic event yet to occur
in Mao’s timeline. Then Mao’s curiosity gets him on the wrong side of a

Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 2 - Sui Ishida 2015-05-19
Unable to discard his humanity but equally unable to suppress his Ghoul
hunger, Ken finds salvation in the kindness of friendly Ghouls who teach
him how to pass as human and eat flesh humanely. But recent upheavals
in Ghoul society attract the police like wolves to prey, and they don’t
discriminate between conscientious and ravenous Ghouls. -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 14 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Home is where the heart is, except when it’s invaded by unwanted
guests. Ranma’s teacher Miss Hinako falls in love with Akane’s father
and moves into the Tendo Dojo. But when Ranma tries to drive her out,
Miss Hinako gives Ranma a run for his money! Later, a Ranma imposter
takes up residence in the heart of Nodoka, Ranma’s mother. It doesn’t
take long for the two “Ranmas” to begin fighting, and not just over their
true identities. -- VIZ Media
Urusei Yatsura, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2019-02-19
In a high-stakes game of tag, Ataru must touch Lum’s horns in ten
days—or aliens will take over the earth! The fact that Lum can fly doesn’t
make Ataru’s job any easier. As it turns out, the game of tag is only the
beginning of Ataru’s troubles, as he continues to attract strange
encounters with otherworldly beings like beautiful snow spirit Oyuki and
the sexy crow goblin Princess Kurama! -- VIZ Media
Ranma ½ - Rumiko Takahashi 2017
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 5 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ranma’s latest rival is Ukyo Kuonji, a chef in the art of cooking
okonomiyaki, Japanese pizza. But the latest fight is more than just a
rivalry with a fellow martial artist—Ukyo’s issues with Ranma go all the
way back to childhood and a certain promise he once made. Though just
because there’s a new rival doesn’t mean the others have gone away, as
Mousse returns to kidnap Akane! -- VIZ Media
Urusei Yatsura, Vol. 3 - Rumiko Takahashi 2019-08-20
Undeterred by Lum’s jealous anger, Ataru continues to shamelessly
chase skirts. When the priestess Sakura returns as Tomobiki High
School’s nurse, the school is plagued by unprecedented menaces that
titillate Ataru’s lecherous heart! Later, Lum’s gorgeous childhood friend
Ran escalates the school hijinks, but what Lum doesn’t know is that Ran
has a major score to settle! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 9 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Meet Picolet Chardin II, master of the très terrifying La Belle France
School of Martial Arts Dining. A style of martial arts based on eating
doesn't seem like it would be hard to master...but if Ranma can't defeat
Picolet in La Belle France, it'll be wedding bells! Then, the unfortunately
named "Pantyhose Taro" makes trouble for Ranma and the others, but
who's really the target—and cause—of all the vengeance? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2, Vol. 32 - Rumiko Takahashi 2005-11-08
Follows the adventures of half-boy, half-girl martial artist Ranma, whose
transforming gender problems began at the Accursed Springs in China
when he became cursed to turn into a girl when splashed with cold
water, and back into a boy with hot water.
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Years ago, Genma promised his old friend Soun Tendo that Ranma would
marry one of Soun’s three daughters and carry on the family’s martial
arts school. Except that the girl picked to be Ranma’s bride doesn’t seem
to like him, Ranma keeps getting into fights...and did we mention that
whole changing into a girl thing? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 Kanzenban 01 Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 16 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ryoga + new disciple Akari + Akane + a magical umbrella = a
complicated equation of dueling love. Next there’s a swimming contest
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group of bloodsuckers and in need of a rescue by Nanoka—again!
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2004-11-16
Chronicles the adventures of Ranma, a martial arts student cursed to
turn into a girl every time he is splashed with cold water.
Rumic World Trilogy - Rumiko Takahashi 1997-11
Seven funny short stories in graphic format.
Urusei Yatsura - Rumiko Takahashi 2019-05-21
Despite all kinds of crazy supernatural beings appearing and attacking
Ataru, nothing brings calamity quite like the kind that Ataru brings on
himself... Although, when a rival named Shutaro Mendo appears, the
chaos does step up a notch! All disaster and no play makes things dull,
however, so Ataru goes on a date with Lum! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Being a martial artist, Ranma just can’t resist the call to combat and
takes on one opponent after another: Ryoga, a lone-wolf fighter with no
sense of direction; Shampoo, a Chinese Amazon who has pledged to kill
him; and finally Shampoo’s suitor Mousse, a martial arts master of
hidden weapons. Is there such a thing as TOO much fighting spirit? -- VIZ
Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 15 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
The Egg of the Phoenix is a legendary treasure and pounding headache
for Ranma. Unless Ranma can force-feed the bird into maturity (and thus
free himself from its attacks), he’ll be on the bottom of the pecking order
for the next 100 years. Will the bird, bird, bird have the final word?
Elsewhere, Ryoga makes a potential love connection with a breeder of
sumo-wrestling pigs, but will his alter ego P-chan cause a
misunderstanding with dire consequences? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 16 - Rumiko Takahashi 2016-09-13
The all-time classic hit series of gender-swapping, species-bending,
madcap martial arts mayhem! One day, teenaged martial artist Ranma
Saotome went on a training mission with his father and ended up taking
a dive into some cursed springs at a legendary training ground in China.
Now, every time he’s splashed with cold water, he changes into a girl.
His father, Genma, changes into a panda! What’s a half-guy, half-girl to
do? Find out what fueled the worldwide manga boom in beloved creator
Rumiko Takahashi’s (InuYasha, Urusei Yatsura, RIN-NE) smash hit of
martial arts mayhem, presented remastered and unflipped for the first
time. Ryoga + new disciple Akari + Akane + a magical umbrella = a
complicated equation of dueling love. Next there’s a swimming contest
between Akane and Miss Hinako that leaves one of them taking a dive.
Then, a legendary dôgi—armor said to endow its wearer with ultimate
power—is given to Ranma, Genma and Soun. But when the dôgi picks
Akane to be its wearer, it soon comes between her and Ranma! It’s now
or never for Ranma to confess his true feelings for Akane, but will he?
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2003-04
Follows the adventures of half-boy, half-girl martial artist Ranma, whose
transforming gender problems began at the Accursed Springs in China
when he became cursed to turn into a girl when splashed with cold
water, and back into a boy with hot water.
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 18 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Girl-type Ranma uncovers a cursed mirror that makes a love-hungry copy
of her who kisses everyone she can get her hands on, including boy-type
Ranma! A magical compact can capture the kooky copy, but then Ranma
and Akane get trapped inside the compact! Later, Akane wins an
enchanted bathing suit that finally enables her to swim. In return for the
suit, she must enter a swimming competition. She takes the lead in the
race, but a dangerous surprise awaits her at the finish line! -- VIZ Media
Maison Ikkoku Collector’s Edition, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi
2020-09-15
Yusaku Godai didn’t get accepted into college on the first try, so he’s
studying to retake the entrance exams. But living in a dilapidated
building full of eccentric and noisy tenants is making it hard for him to
achieve his goals. Now that a beautiful woman has moved in to become
the new resident manager, Godai is driven to distraction! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 8 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ranma wants it; four martial artist pork buns from China want it; Genma
especially wants it... Described by a reluctant Ranma as the “seal” that
keeps something terrible from happening, what is the “Dragon’s
Whisker”? Once that plot’s tied up, the whole gang heads to a hot springs
obstacle course. And then, a martial arts eating contest guaranteed to
flip your stomach! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 6 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Furinkan High gets a new principal with some very radical ideas about
student discipline and a rather unexpected relationship with blustering
upperclassman Kuno. Then, poor lovesick Ryoga finally gets a break
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when a magical bar of soap cures his porcine transformations. If it’s not
too good to be true, then it won’t all come out in the wash. -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 13 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ranma’s latest challenge is Furinkan High’s newest teacher, Hinako
Ninomiya. She can drain an opponent’s energy and transform from her
childlike stature to a tall, sultry siren. Will Ranma defeat Hinako, or will
he be the one who’s schooled? Then, Akane reunites with a boy from her
childhood who’s dying of a wound she inflicted on him when they were
young. With his fatal wound on her conscience, will Akane choose to stay
with Shinnosuke until the bitter end? -- VIZ Media
Mao, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-09-14
Nanoka passes through a portal into the Taisho era, where exorcist Mao
reluctantly rescues her from the jaws of a grotesque yokai. When Nanoka
gets back to the present, she discovers she has some new, incredible
abilities. She returns to the past looking for answers, only to get caught
up in Mao’s investigation of a series of gruesome murders. As her
questions about herself multiply, Nanoka learns that Mao is cursed by a
cat demon named Byoki—and so is his sword. If anyone but Mao
attempts to wield it, they are doomed. But when Mao’s life is in jeopardy,
Nanoka picks up his blade and swings! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2, Vol. 34 - Rumiko Takahashi 2006-05-09
Follows the adventures of half-boy, half-girl martial artist Ranma, whose
transforming gender problems began at the Accursed Springs in China
when he became cursed to turn into a girl when splashed with cold
water, and back into a boy with hot water.
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 7 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ranma learns what being a loser feels like for once when Happosai
applies a strength-sapping technique that leaves him weak as a baby!
The humiliation continues for our emasculated hero when the only way
Ryoga can rid himself of the “Mark of the Gods” (actually nothing more
than a martial arts calligraphy doodle on his stomach) is by losing a fight
to Ranma. Fox-Fu...Cat-Fu...Flat-Frog Fu...nothing seems to work against
Ryoga! Has Ranma lost his edge for good? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 10 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Ten years ago, Ukyo made a special okonomiyaki sauce—which Ranma
secretly ruined. Unaware of what Ranma had done, Ukyo to this day
can’t quite understand why Ranma’s being extra nice to her despite the
phenomenal failure of her special sauce. Akane’s onto Ranma, though,
and one way or another he’s going to pay. -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 11 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Pantyhose Taro's back, and so is his thirst for vengeance! Hoping to get
his name changed to something less embarrassing, he plans to dunk
Happosai in some water from the "Spring of the Drowned Pious Man."
Unfortunately, that water isn't the water he thinks it is, it's worse...twice
as worse! One Happosai is bad enough—is the world ready for two?!
Later, Ranma meets his next nemesis: Herb of the legendary Musk
Dynasty, a Chinese warrior tribe with the powers of animals. Herb and
his companions, Lime and Mint, have come to Japan in search of a
particular treasure—but they have to go through Ranma, Ryoga and
Mousse first! -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2006-02-07
Ranma Saotome never thought a martial arts training mission to China
would turn out like this! An accidental dunk in a cursed spring changes
boy Ranma into a young girl, every time he is splashed with cold water.
Hot water reverses the effect - but only until next time!
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2003
Pantyhose Taro returns and Ryoga Hibiki catches Ranma with a fishing
pole of love by mistake.
Ranma 1/2 (2-in-1 Edition), Vol. 4 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-07-27
Back when Ranma’s father, Genma, and Akane’s father, Soun, were
young martial artists, they learned the secrets of Anything-Goes Martial
Arts from one of the greatest masters of all time. Unfortunately, he’s also
someone they would do just about anything to get away from, and the
entire Tendo household is about to find out why. Followed by a stirring
rendition of Romeo and Juliet...and Juliet...and Romeo... -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2003-10-01
Due to some strange training by his father, Ranma can't stand cats.
Exposed to a cat for too long, he turns into one--and becomes invincible!
Meanwhile, Shampoo returns with her great-grandmother, the
"honorable hag, " who magically makes Ranma unable to tolerate hot
water. Shampoo has also been to the magical springs, and now turns into
a cat! When Shampoo's ardent suitor Mousse arrives, female Ranma has
no choice but to try to defeat him.
Ranma 1/2 - Rumiko Takahashi 2002
Genma, father of Ranma, learns that his ex-wife is coming to visit and he
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doomed to be lost in exchange for immortality? -- VIZ Media
Ranma 1/2, Vol. 19 - Rumiko Takahashi 2005-08-17
Follows the adventures of half-boy, half-girl martial artist Ranma, whose
transforming gender problems began at the Accursed Springs in China
when he became cursed to turn into a girl when splashed with cold
water, and back into a boy with hot water.

panics, trying to flee with Ranma. A Graphic Novel. Original.
Mermaid Saga Collector’s Edition, Vol. 2 - Rumiko Takahashi
2021-02-16
Immortals Yuta and Mana continue to come across people who are
dealing with the consequences of having eaten mermaid flesh. Some are
scarred, in excruciating pain or just trying to survive, but they all lead
mysterious lives filled with unspeakable horror. Is one’s humanity
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